INTRODUCTION
T echnological development has changed the history of the world and transformed society. The invention of the printing press, of the telephone of the automobile and the discovery of electricity, just to cite a few examples, has led to a fundamental redefining of social, political, commercial and miiitary behavior.
During the second half of this century, we have wìtnessed one of the most farreaching technological advances: the evolution and widespread dissemination of computers. T en or twelve years ago, a veritable revolution took piace when personal computers started to become common. Now, another revolution, unquestionably greater that the first, is under way. It is the advent of computer networks 2 • The velocity and irreversibility of these changes have brought about what is commonly called the computer revolution, and what Bell defines as start that we do not have to consider computer crimes as the price of progress. T o protect ourselves and our computers, we need to replace the myths of the past by the reality of the present. The notion or false idea that computer crime is a problem related to computer techniques, according to Bloombecker3, wou!d be the "\Vorst myth of all.
The change undergone by society rhrough technoìogical advances has brought as an mediate and predictable consequence a transformation in the Law and in jural relations too. T oday, we are obliged to adjust the Law, particularly Criminal Law, to adapt Ìt to a nev1 form of criminal behavior.
This study will take a look at the present stage of the institutions related to computer crimes. Tue concepts and definitions of these crimes will be analyzed in the light of international and internal doctrine. A nurnber of solutions already adopted by other legislations will be put forward and discussed. ·w e will carry out our analysis based on a critica! study of already existing comparative legislation in order to suggest some theoretical elements that should guide Brazilian's penai law reform in the area relateci to computer crimes. Thìs study will try to dealt with the subject in a systematic way, because there are no prìor studìes of this type in the native doctrine.
Our research covers three specific fields. Firstly, wilì look at Penal Law related to information technology and the definition of its terms. Secondly, we will analyze the generai theory of Penal Law applied to computer crirnes. A.i.1d thirdly will examine the juridical institutions that deal wich the criminal law aspects of copyright, privacy protection and trade secrets.
All these subjects will be considered as separate topìcs. The first topic wìll be devoted to the study of the changes in positive criminal law arising from situations produced by the informatìon socìety. Also current Brazilian legìslation will be discussed and the proposed bill to modify Brazilìan Penal Code will be presented.
2. CERTAIN 
Current Limits of the Generai Theory of Pena! Law and the Origin of Computer Oimes in other Countries
The informatìon technology ±ìeld is a f errile one for prac::icìng a e rime.
Current studies on computer crimes reflect very strongly the international 1 BLOOMBECKER, Buck. Spea,1m/,; r,r Computer Crimes, Dow Jones-lrwin, Homewood, Illinois, 1990. community' s concern and indignati on about the dependency of computerized society on cornputers. This, however, leads to exaggerations in crirninal legislation. Such concern seems to have brought back the days of the Inquisition. In our view, the dichotomy berween modernizing ex1stmg laws or creating new ones is the basis of the difference between Compitter Crime and Computer Misuse.
The intemational community began to realize during the 1980' s that traditionaì criminal law was proving inadequate for dealing with certain types of abuse8 in the use of computers. Hence, we bave witnessed the appearance in the so-called more developed countries of specific legislation in response to the absence or unsuìtability of traditional penai law. However, this response, in the form of specific laws against computer crime errs through lackìng in uniformity and has an even more serious drawback.
The drawback to most legislation that has initially appeared lies in the fact that it treats the new facts belonging to the technological environment of digita! data processing and the computerization of society with the same penal law principles applicable to tangible or cozporal crimes. However, to mention a difference, as an example, for other types of crime, it can be said that the laws of physìcs support andare related to criminal laws. The same cannot be said of computer crimes. This factor will lead to ocher ways of dealing with these acts and behavìor requiring severe punishment.
The Objectives of Computer Crimes
There is stili today a bi-polarizaùon concerning what is the fundamental juridical property protected by the Criminal Computer Law, whether Ìt is the computer system or the information. Some have adopted clear positions, We believe Criminal Computer Law's main concern with computer and communications systems is fundamentally due to the need to protect their immaterial or intangible components, that is to say, the software and the data which still lack the same protections as the other component, the hardware, and particularly what we call an available resource, resulting from the use of computer systems in computer networks.
We should stress that when we referto software protection or computer network resources we are not referring to the protection of intellectual property by copyright or patent law, but rather the protection of such juridical property from all other forms of misuse other that piracy, unauthorized copying, or coumerfeiting. In our view, unauthorized copying, counterfeiting or piracy of computer software are already provided for in specific legislarion, which in the Brazilian case are the software law, Act n° 7646/ 87, the copyright law, Act 
Differences between Existing lnstùutions
When one considers the protection of immaterial property, the example that fust comes to mind is intellectual property, such as copyright, one of the oldest provisions for protecting immaterial property, designed to protect the author of a work.
Prof. Santos 1 3, explains the theories which justify Copyright Law.
According to him, Joseph Kohler's theory of imrnaterial juridical property recognizes an author's absolute right sui-generis, a natural right. At the same time, he declares that there is a juridical relationship of a persona! nature between the author and his work, which does not constitute a copyright element and retains the characteristics of pure personal right.
In more modern terms, one can mention the new protection sui-generis granted by the 1989 treaty of Washington to integrated circuits 15 • In view of the above one should add a new proposal. For many years non-materia! juridical property was generally confused with rights protected by imellectual property institutions. Just because propertìes ìike invention or creation, which come under intellectual property, were fora ìongtime the only non-materiai properties able to be measured and protected by property law, one should not think that they are the only non-materiai properties of relevance to the Law today. One institution which is different from intellectual property is the industria} or trade secret, also provided for in various legislations, where the property in question ìs essentially a piece of information or know-how and not an intellectual creation.
Outside the property sphere of priYate law one also has in the field of basic human rights the safeguarding of non-material property, in this case of a more subjective measurability, but nonetheless existing and important. Such rights are also guaranteed and protected by legal provisions, both in international community and in various national jurisdictions 16 • In the case of crimes already provided for by these three forms of "corpus legis" 17 against these protected juridical properties, the computer is going to bring new challenges and new forms of comrrùtting such violations. The detection and eHective prosecution of already prescrìbed crimes, in which the computer is used, is becoming much more difficult. There is also likely to be a growing demand to punish such behavior, in view of the growing damage caused by crimes against such property employing information technology. The computer then is used to practice a crime in the same way as other weapons. The discussion then focusing on the criminalization of certain practices, particularly as certain crimes are becoming impossible to classify, prove and prosecute when perpetrated in a computer environment. Provisions of a legal nature for the protection of non--material properry by these juridicai institutions, when related to information technology, are to be found in a study of what is cornrnonly called Criminal Computer Law, although in our view they do not conscitute genuine Computer Crimes, as we will see later.
The Property or Interest to be Safeguarded and Protected
The protection of juridical prnperties of newly defined importance, such as data, information, and computer networks, will now be discussed. Their importance stems, as was mentioned before, from the changes undergone by post-industria! society with impact caused by modem information technology. Firstly let us define these terms. "Data" can be understood as any part of information or as something which has the power to brìng any information. It can also mean, when related to computers and information technology, a piece of numerica! information in a comprehensible format processed or stored by a computer or component part of a computing system; or a piece of inf ormation ready to be processed, operated or transmitted by computing system or computer program. The data can express facts, precise statements or commands and instructions. Information, on the other hand, is something through which one acquires some form of knowledge. It is commonly referred to as a collection of data which describes or integrates a body knowledge.
For the computer, ali data are bits of inf ormation, whether as a register, or as an instruction, i.e., ends and means respeccively, but for us only certain data or group of data constitute informacion whìch may or may not form or be part of a certa.in type of knowledge.
Neither data nor ìnformation are products of the post industrial society.
Information has always been highly valued, its contro! representing a true form of power. Information has always been power. This easily verified looking back at history. T o give only one example, the Pharaohs in Egypt used to surround themselves with wise men. Data when referred to in reìation to computer or communicatìon systems represent tangible objects, because they are individualized, albeit in a very tenuous way, through microscopie orifices and smooth areas with different reflective properties in the case of digitai technology, comparable for example to the corpus mechanicum of Copyright Law.
The data, therefore, serve as supports for the subjective non-materiai objects, which are the bits of information, equally comparable to the corpus mystìcum. The data have also recorded their importance thought history, in such instances as the destruction of the Alexandria Library by Saracen armies under the command of the Caliph Omar in 638 AD 18 • W e, thus, do not agree with Sieber, who in basing his theory, assesses and defines information as a new economie, politica! and cultura! asset, which, furthermore, has a specific potential for danger, because we believe information has always been a precious assèt. We agree, however, with his claim that modem informacion technology has altered the very characteristics of information, especially in extending its importance and in treatìng it as a factor which works without man's intervention, in automated data processmg.
We believe that when a quàntitative change reaches an extraordinary scale, at some point it changes into a qualitative change. Infonnation ted1no-logy has brought a new challenge in handling inf ormation and data. It is this change that is now affecting the law 1 9.
Inf ormation quantified and checked though objectively stored data in an information system, generally a computer system, becomes a fund of wealth, knowledge and power in the post-industriai society.
The data and information, once their importance have been maximìzed
in the postindustrial society, should receive the protection of criminal safeguards, in every respect.
However, it is necessary to pay dose attention to the dìfference betvveen information and data. In terms of pure Computer Crimes, induding the way they are treated in the proposed bill of law, the term "data" should be used as being more subjective than information. This is because information, as has already been explained, is a very vague concept to be used in penai law. "Vox" should only be employed in dealing with privacy infringement. This is also Kaspersen's2° view to be found in the Exposition of Motives of the Dutch Ministry of Justice when he asserts:
The term ìnformation applies to the result of a process rather than to the objed of any (ilkgal) 
Computer Networks
Computer networks, from the very simplest services to che most complex EDI or the transfer of electronic credit, are characterized by being computer systems linked to telecommunicacions equipment2 1 • Such systems become the autonomous ways and means for producing wealth and providing services, forming the basis of many complex and essential services in our society. As Wasik 12 says, "computers are today at the very center of the whole financial market, as well as other sectors of the economy". The computerization of the London Stock Exchange, in compliance with the law, will not require any physical proof of the transactions effected. Accordingly thus, if the City of London's computers break down, the whole financial complex will grind to a halt.
Those networks, though not constìtuting in themselves a juridical property, can be described as an available resource of proven reliability, resulting from the use of computer systems, programs, data banks and communication systems. This is not a new juridical property, but it is a new means stemming direcdy from modem tedmology. The network may represent a set of resources provided by the environment resulting from the junction of different linked computer systems. Nowadays, networks have become so important that they to be protected and kept free from any interference and misuse. Besides being invested with the confidence of various sectors of the economy as the ways and means of production, they require a huge quantity of financial resources to maintain them and, furthermore, have a processing capabìlity and a range of infonnation and data whìch should not be subject to unauthorized use or interference by any person whatsoever. The use of the network and use isolated computers vary. T o give an easy example in the academic world, one only has to imagine what the :resources of \'i/'XT,WAIS and GOPHER, found in INTERNET, would be reduced to, ìf it were not the computer network.s.
Definitìon of Computer Crimes
Basicaliy, "computer crime" is characterized as being injurious behavior, which does not necessarily correspond to obtaining an illicit advantage. In this concept, behavior which characterizes traditional crime, that has as the materiai object computer systerns, their components, or peripherics, such as, for example, the theft of hardware or software materiai, i.s not included.
Thus, anyone who takes a persona! computer wìth the purpose of selling it for money, would be guilty of common theft and not a "computer crime" 23 • We will define computer crime, therefore, firstly from the standpoint of a protected jurìdical property. Computer crime is any prejudicial conduct against the natural state of the data and resources provided by a system of processing, storing or transmitting data, whether in the form only understood by the elements which make up a data processing, transmittìng or storage system, or in the form understood by Man. Such conduct should be directed at the data which, in its turn, will operate without the intervention of man, and constitute the material object of the crime. It should be said, therefore, that those two elements cannot be dissociated, since should only one of them prevail, one would not be dealing with a computer crirne, but rather a common crime, as already typified, perpetrated though the use of the computer. Thus, someone who perpetrates an explosion in a building to destroy files contained on magnetic tapes which were stored there is acting against a highly valuable property which is at first sight the data contained on those tapes and which can be translated into information.
Nevertheless he would not be committing a computer crime, due to the absence of the second element. In the same way, someone who uses a computer to kjll a gravely ill patient connected to life-support equipment in an ICU would be committing homicide ,md not a computer crime, due to the absence of the first element.
Thus, we should stress that not every act dìrect against data, information and computer networks constitutes a computer crime. It might constitute any of the crimes aheady typified or even civil or administrative iìlicit acts, as the same juridical property may be attacked and consequently protected in various fields of Law.
CoNSIDERATIONS ON THE CRIMINALIZATION OF CERTAIN CoNDUCT

Criminalization of New Conduct
The new section of the Penal Code to be presented by the Executive to the Brazilian Congress, in respect of penal safeguards to interests and properties stemmìng from, or redefined in their importance, by the postindustrial information society marks a new approach by Brazìlian authorities to the question based on arguments already examined. The suggested draft is contained in an Chapter entitled "Crimes against the Socioeconomic Order" in the Special Section of the Penal Code, where computer crimes will be inserted. The said Chapter has only eight sections.
Three of them will deal specifically computer crìmes, as previously defined, while another three provisions will deal with the modification of already existing norms to cover ìntangible properties redefined in their importance. The final two sections will cover serious infringements of individuai privacy, perpetrated through the computer.
In sum, while three sections will deal with the Computer Crime, the other five will be relateci to Computer Misuse.
Lega! Provisions and the Brazilian Federa! Constitution
The Constitution of the Federative Republic of Brazil establishes in its article 220 that "thinking manifestation, creation, expression and information of any form, process and means will suffer no restriction, according to this Constitution". In its paragraphs 1 an 2, this article completes the generai norrn while determining that: "No law shall contain disposition constituting impediments to the plenty journalistic information freedom in any means of socia/ communication, according to the article 5, IV, V, VII and XIV" and that: "every and any censure of a politica!, ideologica! and artistic natttre is prohibited",
In order to guarantee these principles, the Constitution determines in its arride 21 that it competes to the Union: n° XI -"to explore telephonic, telegraphic and data transmission services and other services of telecommunication directly or by means of concession to companies under the contro! of the State, being assured to entitìes of private law the right of reentering information service by means public nets of telecommunications explored by the Union"; n° XII-· "to exp!-Ore, dìrectly or by means of authorization, concession or permission: a) services of sound broadcast, of sounds and images, and other services of telecommunication". Faced with this, the article 22 of the Constitution states that: "it competes privately to the Union to legislate about": n° IV -"waters, energy, information, telecommunications and broadcast". According to the article 48, XII of the same Constitution, this is a private competence of the National Congress (Legislative Power).
In addition to this, the Brazilian Constitution consecrates the principle of information freedom among its "Fundamental Rights and Guaranties", so that the Chapter on "Individual and Collective Rights and Duties" establishes in its article 5 that: Besides the constitutional field, there is a national policy of information technology, whose implementation began in 1979. Nevertheless, this policy only assumed configuration in 1980, when the first computer based on an entirely Brazilians project was concluded.
For orienting and executing the national policy of information technology, the National Council of Information Technology and Automation (coNIN), the Special Secretary of Information and Technology (SEI) and the Foundation T echnological Center of Information were created.
The law number 7.232 of 29.10 .84 disposes about the National Policy of Information T echnology. Looking forward protecting our market, this law created an "officia! Register of all Informacion Technology Services Renders" and determined that public organisms can only contract informacion technology services from foreign countries when there is no similar service offered by a national company. This law created the software officiai register and also established rules for contracts of commercialization of computer programs and complementary services like installment, maintenance and technical support. In addition to this, it established a concept for program; required approvai for all contracts; created obligatory covenants: and established some determined prohibitions.
The CONIN was reorganized by the Decree number 90.754 of 27.12.84, and the SEI was re-structured by the Decree number 90.755, while the Decree number 90.756 approved the Statute of the Foundation T echnological Center for Information Technology.
The first Nacional Plan of Information Technology and Automation was established by the law number 7.436 of 17.04.86 and is addressed to promocing the development of national technology, to increasing activities in this sector and to generating new employment's by means of a system of market reservation, according to which fifty per cent of the market should be covered by Brazilian companies.
According Bittar, "that basic objective of this system is the national qualifu:ation in activities of inf ormation technology, in advantage of the generai development of the country, while increasing the leve! of national autonomy and the prodttctivity of national companies 14 • As we have already seen, the law number 7.646 of 18.12.87 disposes about the protec-cion of intellectual property of computer programs and their commercìalization within the country, while estabfohing other provisions. This law was regulated by the Decree number 96.036 of 12.05.88. The Decree number 90.750 of 27.12.94 establishìng the organization and the functioning of the CONTI'>J was altered by the Decree number 97.695 of 26.04.89 and also by the law number 8.249 of 16.10.91 and the Law of Information Technology (Law number 7.323 of 1984) was modified by the law number 8.248 of 23.10.91. This law reduced enormously the system of market reservation previousiy established.
Substantive Crìminal Law
The Brazilian Legislation related to "computer crimes" is very poor. The Criminal norms disposed in our positive law date from a period when these crimes were not under major discussion. For thìs reason, these norms of Penal Code, whose Special Part dates frorn 1940, can only be applied incidentally to those hypothesis.
As we have said in another part of this study, our present legislacion has focused its main concern on crirnes of software piracy what we consìder as a computer misuse and not a computer crime.
The orientation of the Brazilian doctrine has followed major intemational tendencies protecting software as copyrighcs materiai. This doctrinaìre positìon was accepted by our legìslators who created two crimes expressing such understanding in the articles 35 and 37 of law 7.646 of 18.12.87.
The article 35 establishes che penalty of Ìmprisonment varying from 6 months to 2 years and fine for those who "violate right's of attthors of computer programs". The article 37 establishes a crime we can critically cali "smuggling of non registered software", that is defined as "to import, export, keep in deposit non registered computer prognims from a f oreìgn count1y for pmpose of commercialization penalty: imprisonment from 1 to 4 years and fine". The second crìme has an economie nature, since it seeks to strengthen the rules of market resenration established by our national policy of informarion by means of a penal sanction, as wc have alreadv seen.
A sirnple reading demonstrates that the legai rules already mentioned 24 Carlos Alberto Bittar: A Là do Software e se1, Regulamento; Forense, Rio de Janeiro, 1988, page 9.
are clearly impetf ect and insufficient for che purposes they intend to achieve. As a result of the changes occurring in our policy of market reservation, the crime of "smuggling non registered software" will be soon discriminalized".
The Brazilian law protects intellectual property of computer programs as manifestation of immaterial property, che same way our Penal Code punishes general transgressions of copyrights. Nevertheless, its penalty is heavier than that imposed by che Penal Code (imprisonment from 3 monchs co 1 year and fine).
The recent law number 8.137 of 27 December 1990 defines crimes againsc the tributary and economie orders and against consuming relations and creates new forms of "computer misuse" relaced to the tributary order. This crime is defined as che action of "using of disclosing data processing program to permit the active subject of the tributary obligation to maintain information related to bookkeeping which are different from those presented to the Public Treasury -Penalty: imprisonment from 6 months to 2 years and fine". As we can see, it is the case of a computer program whose specific destinacion is to permit frauds. In this case, information technology is being used as a criminal Ìnstrumenc. This is our whole legislation in relation to "computer crimes".
Faced with t.his normative limitation, the judge is obligated to make use of rules of traditional crimes to combat this new form of criminality.
It is possible to understand some conducts as traditional larceny by fraud. Nevertheless, both questions related to the nature of the fraud and relations between subjeccs of che criminal relation do not permit the establishment of a crime definition, especially in cases of espionage and sabotage, in addition to chose where there is no economie advantage for its agenc. From these questions result the need for che creacion of a new criminalìzation process. And, in this field, many new problems emerge.
As we know, in the present moment of the scientific development, main thinkers involved in che criminalization phenomenon propose a wide program of discrìminalization The neo-defensists support this point of view based on the Jack of social interest in punishing some determined crimes. For both neo-defensists and criticai criminologists the modem crinùnal policy is determined by a double way. According to this theory, beside the movement of discriminalization there is another one, whose objective is to criminalize new facts related to the modem forms of crinùnality2 6 • Faced with this theoretical and practical configuration, Brazil tends to create some specific crimes. Such tendency is manifested in an analysis of the present projects under discussion in the National Congress.
Presently, the following projects are being discussed in the National Congress:
A. Project of law of the Senate number 75 In relation to protection of computer programs, the President of the Repubiic while giving sequence to his policy of information technology ìiberation has .send the message number 229/91 to the Natìonal Congress. This rnessage that assumed the denomination of Project of Law number 997 /91 disposes about the prorection of intellectual property of computer programs and their commercialization in the country while establishes other providence". According to the "Expositìon of Motives" i:hat followed the presidential message, this project is fundamentally in accordance with the following directives: a) elimination of restrictions for national companies to distribute and to commercialize foreign computer prograrns within the country; b) elimination of the exams of similarity involving foreign and national products; e) e1imination of the cadastre of computer programs; d) possibiliry of importing computer program without a contract of distribution, in order to establish a bigger competition in this sector; e) reinforcement of right's and guarantees of computer prograrns users.
Considering the present situation of this projcct in the National Congress, we can say that it will become a law soon. Based in this law, we will not have the crime of "smuggling of non-cadastre software", established in the arri.de 37 of the law of intellectual protection of computer programs, anymore.
The crime of viola ring copyright of computer program ( article 35 of the present law) is not altered by the Project either in its definition or in the quantity and qualiry of its penalty.
Major innovations are established in the Project of Law of che Senate number 152 of 1991 presented by the Senator Maurkio Correa and aiso in a substitute one. According to this Project, one understands that the major concern of the legislator is guaranteeing data belonging to the user. So, data inviolability and its communication ìs under protection.
In addition to this, the author of the Project understands that, save some important exceptions, the use of information cechnology dici not create new Since that time we have understood that not only sheets of paper can contain information of juridical relevance. For this reason, we understood in that bill that electronic registers of data processing have the same value of documents. Faced with new crime establishes in the Project, one has to detach the undue access to other people's information. Such crime destinates to giving execution to the constitucional command that establishes the data secrecy.
In relation to "vims", penai liabilìty should not be restricted to the ìndividual who creates the program. It should also reach the person who introduces it in other people's system. So, the crime must be defined as the action of "putting in circulation a virus prograrn". The "virus" program does not necessarily have to bring an advantage to the agent nor an economie prejudice to its victim in order to be criminalized. It Ìs only necessary to happen an undesired eff ect within the systern. So this is the text of the substitutive Project number 152/91: a computer system or data communication system with the intent to cause damage to the other person, to obtain undue advantage or satisfy personal or interest: penalty. . . fine and a ban on exercising activities connected with inf ormation technology for. . . years.
Contamination of a Computer System or Data Communication System
Sole Paragraph. The same penalties will apply to anyone who introduces the command, instruction or computer program to which this section refers to in a computer system or data communication system belonging to another:
Computer Sabotage SECTION 3: To destroy, damage or impair the operation or capacity to operate of a computer system or data communication system belonging to another with intent to harm the other person, obtain advantage or satisfy persona! whim or interest. penalty... fine and a ban on exercising activities connected with information technology for ... years. Sole Paragraph. The same penalties will apply to anyone who, with same intent:
I.. deletes, eliminates, alters, stores or transmits data, instruction or computer program in a physical support, or outside computer system or data communication system; II. provokes any other result diff erent from that expected which violates the integrity or readability of the data, instruction or computer program found in a physical support or outside computer system or data communication system.
Theft of Time in Data Computer System System Network
SECTION 4: T o make unauthorized use of the resource of government agency or public computer system or data communication system networks. penalty ... fine and a ban on exercising activities connected with information technology for. . . years.
Persona! Data Traffic
SECTION 5: T o send data or inf ormation of a persona! nature contained in a d,ata computer system or any physical support system to unauthorized person(s) or with a different intent to that which the information is designed for, without the permission of the interested party. penalty. . . fine and a ban on exercising activities connected with inf ormation technology for.. . years. Sole paragraph. The same penalties will apply, in the terms of this section, to anyone who obtains data or information of a persona! nature.
